
Evergreen Jack Hammer SB Blade Jig 
Chatter bait 10,6g

Evergreen International

Product number: EVG-JH-10

Top chatter bait for fishing predatory fish.

13,99 € * 13,99 €

Jointly developed by Morizo Shimizu and Brett Hite. Evolutionary jackhammer "Clear Blade Model" to win 
fishing under high pressure.
Since its introduction in 2017, the Jackhammer has been the winning lure at many top tournaments in the 
USA and has become the strongest blade jig in the world. The Jackhammer SB (Stealth Blade) is designed 
for challenging conditions such as sunny skies, no wind, clear water and high pressure conditions. The 
Jackhammer SB (Stealth Blade) is designed for the toughest conditions such as sunny days, no wind, clear 
water and high pressure.

Blade: Transparent braid with reduced flashing. Small, inconspicuous oval split ring at the connection 
to the wire.
Skirt: A thinner rubber skirt is used to reduce the volume of the bait and a smaller number of skirts are 
tied on.
Hook: Specially designed fluorine-coated hooks that are one size smaller in diameter and can 
penetrate the mouth of perch even when using lighter tackle (rod and line).

Action

The extremely high pitch vibration produced by the low specific gravity polycarbonate blades vibrates finer 
and faster. This makes the lure appear as natural as possible. This is a widely used concept in hard fishing. 
As with the original, the lure floats in a straight line, allowing the line to pass through the lure as intended. 
When the reel handle is retracted two or three turns faster, the lure shoots out of the water briefly and then 
quickly returns to action. The lightweight polycarbonate braid also responds better to changes in retrieve 
speed and shoots with less force, preventing excessive action changes. Flitting is also one of the factors that 
makes the toughest fish bite. In addition to these factors, there is another important factor to consider when 
fishing in tough conditions. The Jackhammer SB is not just a light lure, but a member of the Jackhammer 
family. The most important element here is ...... the "sound".



Focusing on the sounds of small fish is a key factor in angling. "You naturally ask yourself, "Wouldn't it be 
better to use a quiet lure to reduce the effect?" It's natural to ask yourself that. When you see the shape of the 
eye that connects the blade to the head, you may think that the blade and the head are separate so that no 
sound is produced. But the fact is that the SB jackhammer does make a sound. It is the unique sound quality 
created by the light, hard polycarbonate blade hitting the head at high speed. The three elements of the 
Jackhammer SB for difficult situations - 1) silhouette, 2) action and 3) sound. When using the Jackhammer 
SB, anglers have the following ideal scenarios in mind. For example, in the open water of a reservoir: ...... 
From a distance you hear what sounds like a baitfish, but you can't see it, and the bass start to wriggle. You 
see a natural-looking, slightly trembling object running away, and the bass become interested and start 
chasing it. Suddenly the object wobbles to the side and you try to escape with your mouth. (Action) The 
Jackhammer SB is a moving lure that can be used in this way without hitting an object.
And at Lake Biwa, for example: ...... In weedy areas where visibility is obstructed, sounds are even more 
important, but in sunny, windless and crowded areas, too many artificial sounds can turn off the bass. The 
Jackhammer SB offers a natural sound that is not too intrusive, but still noticeable when the lure gets caught 
in the weed and suddenly becomes invisible. Just as the bass starts to notice the sound, I hang off. It was a 
reflexive bite. This is another technique that is often used with or without sound, but the extra baitfish-like 
sound has a great effect.
* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=ac9cd740d70aa3d61aa4fd40e3497404

